Introducing knowledge of wearing compression stockings on the skin blood flow by using microHematron device.
The aim of this preliminary study was to review the actual state of knowledge concerning the mechanisms underlying compression medical stockings action on the skin blood flow (SBF) in capillaries. SBF was assessed by measuring the thermal conductivity of living-tissues using microHematron ambulatory device. The investigation was performed for different postures using three standard French classes (10-15 mmHg, 15-20 mmHg and 20-36 mmHg) of Medical compression stockings (MCS) on six healthy subjects without chronic venous insufficiency. The experiment was divided into four stages (supine, sitting, standing and walking) and was repeated for each class of compression stockings and without MCS. The results showed a significant improvement of SBF depending on the class of MCS used. Best results were obtained for the Class III, which exerts to the highest level of pressure exerted around the ankle. Due to the low number of subjects, which therefore reduces the statistical relevance of results, a non-significant difference in SBF due to the subject's posture was observed. Nonetheless, a positive action by all the classes of MCS on SBF was measured for the supine position. This is a very important result; with patients with chronic venous insufficiency have often some mobility reduction, MCS may enhance their microcirculation even at rest.